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---

Offsets of level data pointers:

SNES
- Pointers to level data (3 bytes): xBF9C3 + 6 * (level number)
- Pointers to sprite data (3 bytes): add 0x3 to the level data pointer
 	- Alternately, xBF9C6 + 6 * (level number)

GBA
- Pointers to level data: x1EF1A4 + 4 * (level number)
- Pointers to sprite data: x1EF57C + 4 * (level number)
	- Alternately, add 0x3D8 to the level data pointer

Levels are numbered from 0 to DD (SNES) or from 0 to F5 (GBA).

---

Pointers

SNES YI pointers are either 2 or 3 bytes each.

This post by Yoshis Fan explains the 3-byte pointers much better than I could.
Original post here: http://www.smwcentral.net/?p=thread&pid=470942

C7 81 16 
to
0B 03 C7

last d. straight and <40 = C7 81 16
16/2 => C7 81 0B
-7E00 => C7 03 0B 
Swap first and last digit ["digit" here means byte]
Offset = 0x0B03C7

A2 E0 4C
to
0C E2 A2

last d. larger than 40 = A2 E0 4C
-40 => A2 E0 0C
+200 => A2 E2 0C
Swap first and last digit
Offset = 0x0CE2A2

15 CA 11
to
08 CC 15

last d. odd and <40 = 15 CA 11
(11-1)/2 => 15 CA 08
+200 => 15 CC 08
Swap first and last digit
Offset = 0x08CC15

If the pointer is only 2 bytes, it means you need to add a fixed value to the pointer (e.g. pointers to messages are only 2 bytes, and they can only point to the range x110200-x1201FF, meaning you need to add 0x110200).

To decode the 2-byte pointers, switch the two bytes, then add the fixed value. A message pointer of C8 7C would point to x117EC8.



GBA YI pointers are much simpler.

Each pointer is 4 bytes, e.g. 29 1F 1C 08.
The first 3 bytes are the offset (bytes are in reverse order, so 29 1F 1C points to x1C1F29).
The 4th byte is always 08 and therefore can be ignored.

---

Level header

The first 10 bytes of the level data are the header.

Each setting in the header takes up a specific number of bits.

SNES level header:
BBBB BTTT TPPP PPII III2 2222 2333 333e eeee eSSS SSSS pppp OOOO Oxtt tEEE EEEE 2233 4mmm mMMx xxxx

GBA level header:
BBBB BTTT TPPP PPII III2 2222 2333 333e eeee eSSS SSSS Sxpp ppOO OOOx tttE EEEE EE22 334m mmmM Mxxx

B = Background color
T = Tileset (Layer 1 tileset, but generally known as just the tileset)
P = Layer 1 palette
I = Layer 2 image (background image in most cases)
2 = Layer 2 palette
3 = Layer 3 type
e = Layer 3 palette
S = Sprite set
p = Sprite palette
O = Layer/Ordering Property
t = Layer 3 tileset
E = Special Effects (if any bits here are found to have a specific purpose, this setting may be split up)
2 = Layer 2 Position
3 = Layer 3 Position
4 = a bit that is part of Layer 3 Position, but Eggvine classifies it as the first bit of Music
m = Music
M = Middle Ring number

x = Unknown/Unused bits (it should be possible to edit these anyway, just in case)

Note: I believe the "x" bit before sprite palette in the GBA header can be safely assumed to be part of the sprite palette setting.

(Yes, I realized that I used "2" and "3" for two different header settings, but I think it's pretty obvious which one they refer to.)

---

Object and sprite data

Object data starts immediately after the level header; sprite data uses a separate pointer. (See above for how to find the pointers.)

(Note: The following information about object data is unconfirmed on the GBA version-- some objects are stored the same way as the SNES version, but some may be stored differently.)

Each object can be 4 or 5 bytes.

Sprites are always 3 bytes in the SNES version; they're always 4 bytes on the GBA version (the 4th byte is always 00).


How objects and sprites are stored-- Again, I'll quote a post by Yoshis Fan that explains this pretty well.
Original post here: http://www.smwcentral.net/?p=thread&pid=366341

5Byte-Objects:

Byte 1 Object-ID
Byte 2 First digit of Y, first digit of X
Byte 3 Second digit of Y, second digit of X
Byte 4 Length (Hex-1)
Byte 5 Height (Hex-1)

4Byte-Objects:

Byte 1 Object-ID
Byte 2 First digit of Y, first digit of X
Byte 3 Second digit of Y, second digit of X
Byte 4 Size (Hex-1) [size can be horizontal, vertical, or something else, depending on the object; the other dimension is generally fixed at 1 or 2]

4Byte-Special-Objects: [I believe these are also known as "Extended Objects"]

Byte 1 00-Byte, Signum Significandum of the 4BSO
Byte 2 First digit of Y, first digit of X
Byte 3 Second digit of Y, second digit of X
Byte 4 Object-ID

Sprites:

Byte 1 Last two digits of Sprite-ID
Byte 2 First digit of Sprite-ID; Y-Coordinate; if straight first digit = 0, if odd first digit = 1; to calculate this multiply the Y-Coordinate with 2! If your sprite's first digit is 1, then add 1 to the result (to make it odd)
Byte 3 X-Coordinate


To determine if an object is 4 or 5 bytes...
If the first byte is 00, you know that the object is 4 bytes.
Otherwise, you'll need to look it up based on the object ID.

(Note: In Eggvine, 4-byte-special-objects are labeled with "X" followed by their ID, and sprites are labeled with "S" followed by their ID.)


The end of the object data is signified by object FF. (That is, if you encounter FF as the first byte of an object, you've reached the end of the data.)
The end of the sprite data is signified by FF FF in the SNES version, and FF FF FF FF in the GBA version.


One more note about objects:
There are many irregularities between different objects.
Some of them need to have a negative size to appear normally, or need to be sized vertically to appear horizontal. Some of them appear some fixed distance away from their coordinates. Some of them appear a fixed distance away, but only when they're sized negatively. Some objects need to be sized one way or another to appear diagonally.
For the purposes of an editor, it's best if it's relatively easy to add special exceptions for rendering any object (or sprite for that matter; some sprites are irregular as well).

---

Screen exits

The screen exit data starts immediately after the FF at the end of the object data.

SNES screen exits are 5 bytes each; GBA screen exits are 7 bytes each.

1st byte: Y position of screen exit (4 bits); X position of screen exit (4 bits)
2nd byte: Destination level number
3rd byte: Destination X position
4th byte: Destination Y position
5th byte: Entrance type (only 0-A are used normally, except in the case of Bandit minigames)
6th and 7th bytes (GBA only): Unknown, but theorized to be a single value

Note: If the screen exit leads to a Bandit minigame, the entrance type is the level destination for after the Bandit minigame. The destination X and Y positions apply to that level as well.

(Note: I have not personally manually edited screen exits, so there may be some mistakes here.)


---

Values for map icons

This values are used for a variety of purposes.

Basically, each icon is numbered in order left to right, then on to the next world. 0xC (12) per world.

00 is 1-1
01 is 1-2
02 is 1-3
07 is 1-8
08 is 1-Extra (SNES), 1-Secret (GBA)
09 is 1-Bonus (SNES), 1-Extra (GBA)
0A is World 1's score icon (SNES), 1-Bonus (GBA); 0A may also be used for the intro scene
0B is World 1's controls icon, but usually refers to the Welcome level
...and so on.
0C is 2-1
0D is 2-2
18 is 3-1
24 is 4-1
30 is 5-1
3C is 6-1
43 is 6-8
44 is 6-Extra (SNES), 6-Secret (GBA)
45 is 6-Bonus (SNES), 6-Extra (GBA)
46 is World 6's score icon (SNES), 6-Bonus (GBA)
47 is World 6's controls icon

It is unknown if the XXYBA/LLBAR minigames have map icon numbers or not.

Values for score and controls icons in worlds 2-6 are unused. Values for bonus icons may or may not be unused. (As the bonus icons can be converted into a level (this is currently known only for the SNES version), they should be treated as a level.)

Note that the data generally ends at the last relevant map icon (this is 6-Extra, meaning 44 in the SNES version and 45 in the GBA version, unless otherwise specified).

---

Level Entrances

Level entrances determine where each map icon leads, if the icon leads to a level in the first place.

SNES pointers to level entrances (2 bytes: add xBF671): xBF5E7 + 2 * (map icon value)
GBA pointers to level entrances: x1EF08C + 4 * (map icon value)

Map icon 0A is the intro scene; 0B is the Welcome level.


SNES level entrances: xBF671-xBF750
GBA level entrances: x1EEE8C-x1EEFFF

SNES level entrances are 4 bytes each; GBA level entrances are 6 bytes each.

1st byte: Level number
2nd byte: X position
3rd byte: Y position
4th byte: Icon to unlock after completing the level
5th and 6th bytes (GBA only): Unknown, but theorized to be a single value

---

Midway Entrances

SNES pointers to midway entrances (2 bytes: add xBF7DB): xBF751 + 2 * (map icon value)
	- Note that the last pointer is for map icon 44 (6-Extra).

GBA pointers to midway entrances: x1643BC + 4 * (map icon value)
	- Note that the last pointer is for map icon 45 (6-Extra).

Each pointer actually refers to 4 midway entrances (16 bytes), for Middle Rings 0, 1, 2, and 3. As not every level contains 4 Middle Rings, the data overlaps.

Note that it should be possible to modify the pointers to midway entrances without using a hex-editor (though the pointers should be restricted to multiples of 4-- maybe for display purposes, number all of the Middle Rings and divide all of the pointers by 4?). It should also be possible to view all of the midway entrances, so you can see unused midway entrances that no level is pointing to.


SNES midway entrances: xBF7DB-xBF9C2 (0x7A or 122 midway entrances total)
GBA midway entrances: x164184-x1643BB (0x8E or 142 midway entrances total)

Midway entrances are 4 bytes each in both versions.

1st byte: Level number
2nd byte: X position
3rd byte: Y position
4th byte: Entrance type (this is always 00 in the original, but it can be changed)

---
 
Text editing

Each character is represented by one hex value, except for some symbols that are represented by 2 or 3 hex values.

There are several files available for the purpose of decoding text; the most effective one is probably the one titled "YI Text Table (Don't use!).tbl" included with Eggvine. (It does not work in Translhextion, but it has descriptions of the symbols.)

Note: D0 is a space.
Note: F3 and 3F are different. F3 is a period followed by a space, while 3F is just a period.

Line breaks vary depending on the message type.

There is no character limit for each line; the limit depends on the width of the characters. (17-20 characters is a good estimate.)



Message block messages (also includes automatic messages of the same style, such as the intro messages, the first flower / damage / Middle Ring messages, and Kamek messages; lose-life messages appear in this section as well):

SNES: x111533-x114BBA
GBA: x2F215C-x2F5E11

Message block messages always begin with FF 05. (If a message offset points to something other than this, the offset is unused. (Note that many unused offsets point to existing messages.))

The 2nd line begins with FF 06.
The 3rd line begins with FF 07.
The 4th line begins with FF 08.
The 5th line begins with FF 0E.
The 6th, 10th, 14th, etc. lines begin with FF 0A FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 0E.
All other lines from the 7th onwards begin with FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 0E.
The message ends with FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 12 FF 0F FF FF.
	- FF 12 always appears exactly 8 times in all cases.

There are special rules for giant text (as in the "OH, MY!" message) and messages containing multi-line images; these rules are unknown at the moment but could probably be worked out through a little experimentation.


SNES pointers to message boxes (2 bytes: add x110200): x1112DB + 8 * (map icon value)
GBA pointers to message boxes: x2F5E18 + 0x10 * (map icon value)

These pointers actually go all the way to map icon 47.

Each level has 4 pointers; these point to the messages displayed by a message block at X1/Y1, X2/Y1, X1/Y2, X2/Y2.
Note that X1 and Y1 refer to EVEN values and X2 and Y2 refer to ODD values!

Note: The bonus icons' pointers point to the messages used in the minigame.

Note: A few of the pointers in the Secret/Extra levels point to the messages used in boss battles (mainly Kamek messages). It is unknown whether these are the actual pointers used during the boss battles or not.


Level names:

SNES: x114C4C-x11552E
GBA: x2F90AC-x2F9880

Level names begin with FF 00 in the SNES version and FE 00 00 in the GBA version.
The line break is FE 10 00.
Level names end with FD. (The last level name on the GBA version ends with FE instead.)

SNES pointers to level names (2 bytes: add x110200): x114BBC + 2 * (map icon number)
GBA pointers to level names: x2F9880 + 4 * (map icon number)


File select screen text (note that much of the text on the file select screen is actually composed of images):

SNES: xB9DCF-xB9EB6
GBA: x1994C0-x1995DE

Text begins with FF __ __ (the last 2 bytes vary, but they're always in the range 00-1F) and ends with FF FF.


Pre-title-screen text:

SNES: x7D17E-x7D76D
GBA:  x16B0EC-x16B745

The line breaks etc. here are too complicated for me to figure out. Sorry.
To be safe, anything that's not a character should be left alone.


Credits:

SNES: Unknown at the current time (they do not use the standard method of encoding on the SNES version)
GBA: x16CEE8-x16D47D

Again, to be safe, anything that's not a character should be left alone.





